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Abstract: The recent development of operational small unmanned aerial systems (UASs)
opens the door for their extensive use in forest mapping, as both the spatial and temporal
resolution of UAS imagery better suit local-scale investigation than traditional remote
sensing tools. This article focuses on the use of combined photogrammetry and “Structure
from Motion” approaches in order to model the forest canopy surface from low-altitude
aerial images. An original workflow, using the open source and free photogrammetric
toolbox, MICMAC (acronym for Multi Image Matches for Auto Correlation Methods),
was set up to create a digital canopy surface model of deciduous stands. In combination
with a co-registered light detection and ranging (LiDAR) digital terrain model, the elevation
of vegetation was determined, and the resulting hybrid photo/LiDAR canopy height model
was compared to data from a LiDAR canopy height model and from forest inventory data.
Linear regressions predicting dominant height and individual height from plot metrics and
crown metrics showed that the photogrammetric canopy height model was of good quality
for deciduous stands. Although photogrammetric reconstruction significantly smooths the
canopy surface, the use of this workflow has the potential to take full advantage of the flexible
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revisit period of drones in order to refresh the LiDAR canopy height model and to collect
dense multitemporal canopy height series.
Keywords: canopy height; forestry; photogrammetry; MICMAC; Unmanned Aerial
Systems; UAS; UAV; forest inventory; uneven-aged broadleaf stands

1. Introduction
Unmanned Aerial Systems (UASs) are pre-programmed flying robots made up of an unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV) and a ground control system. UASs are now being designed for geomatic use and
offer plenty of opportunities in the area of environmental sciences [1]. The spatial resolution of UAS
imagery can reach a sub-decimeter ground sample distance (GSD), and the revisit period between two
acquisitions can be selected in order to fit diverse scales of ecological phenomena. Small and lightweight
UASs, in particular, are likely to become a versatile tool for scientists and environmentalists [2–4].
Along with this rising use of drones, dense three-dimensional reconstruction through the combined use
of photogrammetry and “Structure from Motion” (SfM) state-of-the-art techniques has triggered the
“come back of photogrammetry” [5]. Indeed, the ubiquitous use of numerical photography instead of
analogical photography and the continuous improvements in computer computation power have turned
digital photogrammetry into a viable surrogate for laser scanning [6]. The SfM algorithms originate from
the field of computer vision and aim to automatically determine scene geometry, camera calibration,
position and orientation from an unordered overlapping collection of images [7]. This results in a sparse
3D point cloud and camera orientations that are subsequently used for multi-view dense image-matching.
Low altitude UAS imagery may be used to observe forest canopy height [8,9]. Canopy height
measurements are of great interest for the estimation of forest biomass and carbon stock [10,11], the
monitoring of harvests and recruitment [12] and, more generally, in ecosystem process modeling. In the
field of multi-source forest inventory, structural forest attributes are commonly extracted from the canopy
height model by means of regression models predicting forest variables with metrics (i.e., descriptive
statistic of the canopy height model on a particular area) [12,13]. The practical outcomes of canopy
height models, in combination with field measurements, are the prediction of forest attributes of interest,
such as stand density and maturity indicators. Light detection and ranging (LiDAR), also called airborne
laser scanning (ALS) [14], is an active sensor that has been widely used in order to collect high resolution
information on forest structure [15–20]. ALS data is acquired via the emission of laser pulses from an
aerial platform (plane or helicopter) [21]. The emitted pulses can penetrate below the canopy and, thus,
allow the recording of multiple returns, depending on the system. The result is a three-dimensional
georeferenced point cloud, which can be very dense, depending on the flight characteristics. The
ability of LiDAR to capture multiple returns and to reach the ground, even in forested areas, allows
for the generation of a digital terrain model (DTM) and the estimation of forest variables [22,23].
Multi-source forest inventories on a national or regional scale can thus take full advantage of LiDAR
data [13]. Only a small number of studies have shown that digital photogrammetry using spaceborne
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imagery or airborne imagery (acquired with manned airplanes) is also appropriate for the determination
of forest canopy heights [24–29]. Compared to LiDAR, the main limitation of these methods is the
impossibility of acquiring under-canopy information as a DTM [30]. Moreover, image matching in an
area of vegetation is well known to be quite challenging, due to the numerous vegetation characteristics
that hinder image matching: omissions, repetitive texture, multi-layered or moving objects [8,30,31].
The abrupt vertical changes occurring between the trees crowns and the microtopography of the canopy
(characterized by high variations of the relief) cause multiple omissions that mar the dense-matching
process. Nevertheless, these issues can be partly overcome, and previous investigations have shown
that a photogrammetric digital canopy surface model may be generated by automatic image matching
with an acceptable level of accuracy and resolution [32]. These photogrammetric digital surface models
(photo-DSMs) can be advantageously combined with a DTM generated from topographic or LiDAR
data in order to produce a hybrid photo-topo or photo-LiDAR canopy height model (this last model
being designated in this paper under the acronym, photo-CHM). National level acquisitions of LiDAR
scans have been completed in several European countries [27], thus providing accurate DTMs on large
surfaces. Photogrammetry could be advantageously used to update LiDAR canopy height models and
to constitute multi-temporal canopy height series. On a local scale, UAS imagery is characterized by a
high image overlap and, thus, a high level of information redundancy. It therefore has the potential to
accurately model the canopy surface at a very high spatial and temporal resolution. A similar approach
has previously been investigated by Dandois and Ellis [9,33], by using kite and hobbyist-grade UAS
imagery for the modeling of outer canopy height in a limited area, due to low altitude acquisitions (UAS
at 40 m above the canopy cover). The authors of Tao et al. [34] used UAS imagery for dense point-cloud
generation on a forested area in order to provide a cost-effective alternative to LiDAR acquisition. On
the other hand, Wallace et al. [35] and Jaakkola et al. [36] worked with multi-sensor UAS platforms,
consisting of a small UAS carrying both a camera and a lightweight LiDAR. These authors highlighted
the potential of such platforms for inventories realized at the level of individual trees.
In this article, a small fixed-wing UAS was used to obtain forest low-altitude and low-oblique vantage
images. The aircraft had a coverage area of approximately 200 ha with a ground sample distance (GSD)
of 8 cm in a single flight. An open source piece of software, MICMAC, was used to process the image
block in order to produce a high resolution photo-DSM. This photo-DSM was subsequently co-registered
with a LiDAR-DTM. Finally, the photo-CHM was compared to a reference LiDAR-CHM. This study
mainly aimed to develop a photogrammetric workflow suited to forest UAS imagery. In addition,
recurring issues and major opportunities concerning the use of UAS photogrammetry in forested areas
are identified and discussed. The assessment of forest density indicators from the UAS canopy height
model, such as the volume per hectare, was not investigated further in this research. However, tests
were carried out in order to determine how satisfactorily dominant height and individual height might
be derived from photo-CHM. Models for estimating the dominant height of irregular deciduous stands
from area-based metrics, extracted from the photo-CHM, were evaluated. Their performance was then
compared to LiDAR-CHM regression models.
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2. Material and Methods
2.1. Study Site and Field Measurements
The study area is located near the village of Felenne, in Belgium. The forest is made up of a
mix of uneven-aged broadleaved stands with a predominance of oaks (Quercus robur L. and Quercus
petraea (MATT) Liebl.) and some even-aged coniferous stands. The coniferous stands are mainly
pure spruce stands (Picea abies (L.) Karst.), including, however, some mixed plantations of Douglas-fir
(Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco) and spruce. Hornbeam (Carpinus betulus L.) and birch (Betula
pendula Roth. and Betula pubescens Ehrh.) are either scattered in bunches or stand alone in deciduous
stands. The maturity and dominant height of the stands can vary considerably. As a consequence, the
vertical structure and deep relief variability, as well as the canopy surface elevation show both local and
large variations.
A forest inventory was carried out in autumn, 2012, in order to compare digital canopy height models
with field measurements. The forest inventory used variable-area circular plots installed on a systematic
150 × 150 m grid and focused exclusively on deciduous stands. The plot radius was adapted to keep to a
minimum number of 20 trees. A maximum plot radius was fixed at 18 m (10 ares) in the case of low tree
density. The following observations were recorded for each tree: circumference at breast height (CBH;
measured at 130 cm), species, distance and azimuth from the plot center. Plot position was established
using an SXBlue II differential GPS with an accuracy of a few meters under the canopy. For each plot,
dominant height was calculated as the average of dominant tree heights, which have to be representative
of the 100 tallest trees per hectare. The number of dominant trees measured varied for each plot and
corresponded to the number of the plot area plus 1 (e.g., 11 dominant trees were measured on a plot of
10 ares). Dominant trees were determined according to their largest CBH, and their height was measured
using a Haglöf Vertex laser hypsometer (Vertex IV). This methodology for forest inventory enables the
estimation of stand dominant height and other dendrometric indicators with high density variations,
while keeping an almost constant inventory effort for each plot [37]. In total, 36 plots located in irregular
deciduous stands were inventoried.
In addition to plot inventory, complementary measurements of individual tree height were made
for dominant deciduous trees spread around the study site. Attention was paid to measuring a wide
range of tree heights. Four height measurements were made for each tree from different vantages in
order to improve the level of measurement accuracy, which is approximately 0.5 m, according to [38].
Tree heights were computed as the average of these measurements. Tree crowns associated with field
measurements were identified on CHMs and were manually delineated.
2.2. Unmanned Aerial System Survey
2.2.1. Small UAS Platform and the Sensor Used in the Present Study
The Gatewing X100 small UAS [39] (wingspan: 100 cm; weight: 2 kg; cruise speed: 80 km/h;
flight height: from 100 m to 750 m; maximum flight duration: 40 min) was chosen for its ability to
cover a relatively large area in a single flight. This UAS is equipped with an inertial measurement unit
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(IMU) and a GPS. These sensors determine the position, as well as the altitude of the X100 during the
flight. It should, however be pointed out that the GPS accuracy is approximately a few meters, and the
orientation angle (yaw, pitch, roll) accuracy is about 2 degrees. The UAS flight plan is prepared using
a specific software designed for the X100 (Quickfield R ). A ground control station (GCS) records the
flight characteristics (working area size and location, image overlap, flight altitude, location of take-off
and landing points, wind and landing directions) using a Yuma Trimble R rugged tablet computer. The
ground control software (Micropilot Horizon R ) is used to control the artificial altitude and heading
reference system (AHRS) integrated into the electronic box (ebox) of the X100.
The small UAS Gatewing X100 is catapulted with an elastic launcher system (Figure 1). The flight is
fully automatic from takeoff to landing and complete stop, although the remote pilot has the possibility
to intervene on the flight path whenever there is a serious risk of accident.
Figure 1. The small unmanned aerial system (UAS) Gatewing X100 on its launcher, ready
for take-off.

The small UAS is equipped with a Ricoh GR3 still camera (10 megapixel charged coupled device,
6 mm focal length or 28 mm in a 35 mm equivalent focal length) adapted for near-infrared acquisition.
Shutter speed and camera sensor sensitivity (ISO) are manually selected according to luminosity. Images
are taken automatically once the aircraft reaches its scanning area. The embedded autopilot system
triggers the camera in order to cover the scanning zone with the specified overlap.
2.2.2. UAS Survey
In the context of a related research, multitemporal UAS image datasets were acquired for the study
area. Full benefit was taken of the temporal resolution of UAS acquisition, one of the most promising
features of small UASs [3,40,41]. UAS flights over Felenne were authorized by the Belgian Civil
Aviation Authority. A total of 9 successful flights were carried out in 2012 at different periods,
corresponding to various stages of tree growth. Time series are beyond the scope of this paper, which
explains why only one single flight, used for the generation of the photo-CHM, is described. This flight
was selected on the basis of the quality of the collected images (visual estimation), vegetation stage (all
leaves present) and the limited presence of shadows.
A total of 441 near-infrared images were acquired during a summertime flight on 1 August 2012,
between 16:00 and 16:40 h. Altitude above ground level was set to 225 m; side and forward overlap
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(both are equal with the flight planning software) were set to 75%. The spatial resolution (GSD) of the
images at this altitude is approximately 7.6 cm. The base-to-height ratio is approximately 0.3, with the
base corresponding to the distance between two consecutive photo centers [42].
Due to the high speed of the Gatewing X100 (wind cruise speed of 80 km/h), a slight smearing effect
(motion blur) was noticeable on nearly all the images. Moreover, the Gatewing X100 flies with a small
positive pitch angle, which causes a low-oblique vantage acquisition [43]. Distortion due to perspective
was greater on the upper side of the images, noticeable by the leaning away of the trees from the center
of the image.
2.3. LiDAR Data
An aerial small footprint LiDAR dataset, covering the study area, was captured during leaf-on
conditions in July 2011. A “Riegl LMSQ680” sensor was used, with an average point density of
13 points/m2 . The first and last returns were recorded and classified by the service provider as “ ground”,
“vegetation”, “building”, “water” or “unclassified”. The dataset (LASer file format, i.e., LAS) was stored
in tiled files (500 m × 500 m).
The chosen digital terrain model (DTM) had a 50-cm resolution and was made from the original point
cloud by the service provider. The digital surface model (DSM) was generated from the most elevated
returns, with a resolution of 50 cm. The LiDAR canopy height model (CHM) raster was realized with a
pixel size of 50 cm by subtracting the DTM from the DSM.
The LiDAR DTM accuracy was assessed with altimetric measurements in open-terrain (RTK GPS
measurements and reference points from the Belgian Geographic National Institute and from the Walloon
public data repository). The altimetric root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the LiDAR DTM is 0.14 m,
and the mean DTM error is 0.11 ± 0.08 m (mean error ± standard deviation). The overall planimetric
accuracy of the LiDAR dataset, according to the provider, is 25 cm. These values sound coherent
compared to previous studies [44–46]. Regarding the altimetric accuracy of the LiDAR DTM that
reaches the traditional nominal accuracy of high density aerial LiDAR measurements [47], this LiDAR
dataset (LiDAR DTM, DSM and CHM) is considered as having a very good quality.
2.4. Photogrammetric Workflow
Images acquired by UAS are fundamentally different from those collected by traditional aerial
platforms [3]. Firstly, UAS imagery is characterized by low-oblique vantage points and high rotational
and angular variations between successive images [48]. Secondly, the low altitude of the platform causes
important perspective distortions [3]. In addition, the sensors are consumer-grade cameras, which were
not initially designed for metric purposes. The compact camera has a high (and unknown) level of
distortion and low geometric stability [49]. Finally, the number of images is appreciably greater when
using UAS imagery systems, contrary to traditional aerial platforms. UAS images can therefore be
considered as the intermediate result between aerial and terrestrial photography [31]. Semi-automatic
generation of 3D geometry from an unordered collection of UAS images requires newly-developed
computer vision algorithms, referred to as Structure from Motion (SfM) [7].
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The software used in this study was the open source and free-of-charge photogrammetric toolbox,
MICMAC, developed by the french mapping agency (the National Institute of Geographic and Forestry
Information) [50]. MICMAC includes a set of photogrammetric tools and offers the possibility of
fine-tuning each process [6]. The three main steps of the workflow are described succinctly below:
1. Generation of tie points based on the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) feature
extractor [51].
2. Camera calibration and image triangulation: the Apero tool [52] uses both a computer vision
approach for the estimation of the initial solution and photogrammetry for a rigorous bundle block
adjustment [53] (automatic aerial triangulation). Internal orientation (camera calibration) may be
modeled by various polynomials.
3. Dense matching: MICMAC [54] is a multi-image, multi-resolution, matching approach: it is
an implementation of a Cox and Roy optimal flow [55] image matching algorithm working on
different pyramid scale levels in order to accelerate the computational processing.
These tools are command-line tools. In the MICMAC toolbox, both simple and complex tools can
be distinguished. For instance, Tapas is the simplified tool for camera calibration and image orientation,
whereas Apero is the complex tool used for the same purpose. In order to illustrate and to make the
processing described here reproducible, a small dataset of forest UAS imagery was integrated into the
example dataset of MICMAC. A processing chain based exclusively on simplified tools is provided. We
refer readers to the MICMAC documentation for more information on this workflow.
2.4.1. Tie Point, Camera Calibration and Relative Orientation
Within this workflow, potential image pairs were determined based on the GPS data by Delaunay
triangulation. Telemetry data are useful only at this stage, because their accuracy was judged insufficient
for direct georeferencing. Keypoint extraction was then performed on images resampled at the resolution
of an image of a width of 2,000 pixels. Camera calibration was carried out in the lab by Gatewing R
with a calibration board and the CalCam software (MosaicMill Ltd., Vantaa, Finland). This internal
calibration was primarily converted to suit the MICMAC format. Radial distortions were corrected by
a polynomial of 3 coefficients, referred to as Fraser in MICMAC. Orientation was firstly computed by
Apero in a relative reference system, with a fixed interior orientation. The sparse 3D point cloud model
was manually inspected, and a second bundle adjustment was then performed in order to improve the
camera calibration (self-calibrating bundle block adjustment).
2.4.2. Photo-DSM Georeferencing by Co-Registration with LiDAR-DSM
Co-registration of the DSM with the DTM is a crucial step in CHM computation, since a badly
aligned DSM and DTM may introduce local and overall shifts in the canopy elevation model [26].
A purely relative orientation was first of all transformed into georeferenced orientation (coordinate
system: Belgian Lambert 72) using ground control points (GCPs). Six GCPs (road crossing, curb,
road markings) were marked on the images; their planimetric coordinates were determined on a 2009
aerial orthophotograph (0.25 m GSD), and altimetric positions were extracted from the LiDAR-DSM.
This geocorrection was intended solely to fix the scale of the model and to provide an initial
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georeferencing before using a registration algorithm. The iterative closest point matching algorithm of
CloudCompare [56,57] was utilized for a fine alignment of the photo-DSM with the LiDAR-DSM. First,
scene geometry was reconstructed by dense matching operated on low image resolution within the GCP
geometry. This intermediate photo-DSM point cloud was then registered with the LiDAR-DSM. The
process of surface matching determined the translations and the rotations (6 parameters in total) that best
register the photo-DSM with the LiDAR-DSM. This rigid transformation was utilized for transforming
the image orientation from GCP geometry to a LiDAR-registered geometry before carrying out dense
matching from low to high resolution. Assessment of the level of accuracy of the georeferencing process
was given by the registration success in terms of mean planimetric and altimetric distance between the
LiDAR-DSM and the photo-DSM.
2.4.3. Dense Matching Strategy
Automated dense matching algorithms use image consistency/similarity measures (e.g., the
normalized cross-correlation score) to establish a correspondence between homologous windows
(matching windows) through image collection. The hierarchical matching approach of MICMAC starts
with a first matching at a low resolution pyramid level. At each pyramid level, an intermediate canopy
surface model is reconstructed and used in the subsequent level to provide the elevation approximations.
The surface model computed from the higher level of the image pyramid is thus successively refined at
each matching level, eventually resulting in a dense surface model. In order to refine the dense-matching
result at a specific level of resolution, multiple matching processes may also occur successively at the
same resolution. The matching strategy is defined as the sequence of coarse-to-fine hierarchical matching
processes plus the value attributed to matching parameters at each matching level. The simplified tool,
Malt, offers three predefined correlation strategies (GeomIm, urbanMNE and Ortho). Each correlation
strategy is suited to a different type of scene geometry. In addition, the users have the opportunity to
define their own matching strategy.
In the present study, the establishment of an optimal dense matching strategy for the deciduous
canopy followed an iterative and trial-and-error procedure. It is often a complex process to set matching
parameters to their appropriate value, as the meaning and exact effect of the matching parameters on
the generated DSM are often not very clear [8]. Here, the key parameters determining the behavior of
the matching algorithm that might impact forest canopy reconstruction were first identified. Secondly,
the simplified tool, Malt, was utilized together with the predefined strategy, Ortho, for dense matching
with the appropriate matching parameter values. After thorough inspection of the, Malt, results, it was
concluded that this simplified tool did not offer the fine control required for forest photogrammetry.
Thirdly, the complex tool, MICMAC, was utilized with a parametrization that was judged to be optimal
for this purpose and for this type of imagery. Only this photo-DSM was subsequently compared with the
LiDAR-CHM and forest inventory data. The outer canopy surface of irregular deciduous stands appears
as a collection of rounded tree crowns of various sizes. Abrupt vertical changes occurring between
trees (gaps) or between two stands are of primary importance to define the matching strategy [12].
In MICMAC, at least two parameters are related to the importance of vertical change: altimetric
dilatation and the regularization factor. Dense matching occurs in terrain geometry, and the search
space for matching homologous points in the image collection is thus defined within terrain geometry
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(coordinate system: Belgian Lambert 72). The search space is centered on the initial pixel position
within the terrain geometry (X, Y, Z) (from the previous correlation level), which is bounded by a certain
amount of dilatation in altimetry and planimetry. The level of altimetric dilatation needs to be high in
order to fit any abrupt vertical changes. The regularization term expresses the a priori knowledge of the
surface regularity [54]. Regularization represents the degree of smoothing and varies between 0 and 1:
a high value means a high degree of smoothing. A low smoothing effect is assumed to be favorable to
model the canopy structure [12]. Our preliminary investigations showed that a small matching window
was suitable for a forest canopy scene. Moreover, a low correlation threshold was employed in order to
force the matching over the complete scene.
The matching parameters, both used with, Malt and MICMAC, are summarized in Table 1. The
optimal matching strategy (MICMAC) was found to be composed of six matching levels, proceeding
from coarse resolution (1:32) to fine resolution (1:4). Regarding the expectation in terms of resolution
and taking into account the fact that raw images were marred by blurring, it seemed more appropriate to
use the final dense matching at a 1:4 resolution (GSD of 30 cm) than the original resolution (1:1).
Table 1. Parameters applied for multi-image, multi-resolution digital surface model (DSM)
generation. The simplified tool, Malt, was not further used, since it did not offer the
opportunity to finely adapt the altimetric dilatation.
Parameters

Value for Matching Strategy with Malt

Image pyramids
1:64–1:64–1:32–1:16–1:8–1:4–1:2–1:2
Regularization factor
0.005
Correlation window size
3×3
Minimum correlation coefficient
0
Minimal number of images visible in each ground point 3
Parameters

Value for Matching Strategy with MICMAC

Image pyramids
Altimetric dilatation
Regularization factor
Correlation window size
Minimum correlation coefficient
Minimal number of image visible in each ground point

1:32–1:16-1:16–1:16–1:8–1:4
15–15–8–8–8–8
0.05–0.05–0.001–0.001–0.001–0.003
3×3
0
3

2.5. Investigation of Photo-CHM Quality
The accuracy of photogrammetric DSMs relies on many interacting factors (e.g., the complexity of
the visible surface, camera type, photographic quality, sun-object-sensor geometry, etc. [58]). The
forest canopy surface is very complex (high variation in micro-relief, reflectance anisotropy), and the
matching accuracy for such a surface may be marred by: (1) little or no texture (pattern created
by adjacent leaves and crowns); (2) object discontinuities; (3) repetitive objects; (4) moving objects
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(such as leaves, tree apex and shadows); (5) occlusions; (6) multi-layered or transparent objects; and
(7) radiometric artifacts [8,30,59]. Besides, UAS imagery is characterized by low-oblique vantage:
the sun-object-sensor geometry is highly variable between different images. The sun-canopy-sensor
geometry impacts the brightness pattern of a crown, e.g., the location of the hot spot (i.e., the spot in
direct alignment with the sun and camera, which is brighter than its surroundings [43]). The accuracy of
DSMs reconstructed by image matching techniques has been investigated by Kraus et al. [60] using an
error propagation approach. Hybrid photo-LiDAR CHMs (referred to as photo-CHMs) are also sensitive
to the co-registration procedure. Assessment of surface matching for co-registration was investigated
and well detailed by Lin et al. [61]. In this research, the quality of the photo-CHM was investigated
using different approaches. The photo-CHM was not sufficiently accurate to be the subject of a rigorous
validation, due to the time discrepancy between photo and LiDAR acquisition. Instead, investigations
were carried out in order to compare the use of photo-CHM with LiDAR-CHM in the field of forest
sciences. First of all, the photo-CHM was cropped by 100 m around its edges in order to avoid a
gross variation in image overlap. Overall accuracy was then estimated by a cloud to cloud comparison
using CloudCompare. Cloud to cloud distance was computed using a “least squares plane” local surface
model for the master point cloud. Moreover, subtraction of the LiDAR-CHM from the photo-CHM grids
brought insight into their altimetric differences. As the LiDAR survey has been carried out 1 year before
the UAS flight, this comparison highlighted the trees that had been harvested during the interval between
the two surveys.
Tests were also carried out to determine how satisfactorily forest variables might be derived from
photo-CHM. Single tree and structural forest attributes are commonly extracted from CHMs by means
of a regression model predicting forest variables (exploratory variables) with metrics (explanatory
variables) [12,13]. These metrics are used to synthesize the CHM in a particular area (stand, plot
or window, crown), such as the mean height, the standard height deviation or the height at a certain
percentile. Three area-based methods were tested, corresponding to different object levels:
• Window level: metrics using 20 m × 20 m windows were computed for both CHMs and correlation
coefficients between photo-CHM and LiDAR-CHM metrics were calculated. This comparison
technique was first introduced by St-Onge et al. [32]. The technique gives an overall idea of the
photo-CHM and LiDAR-CHM correlation stand metrics, but has only a poor ecological meaning.
Metrics were correlated only for forested windows: crop fields and meadow areas were therefore
discarded. Forested areas were identified by means of the forest stand localization map and a mean
height threshold of 3 m.
• Stand level: stand models were constructed based on inventory data (plot inventory) for predicting
dominant height. The model residual (residual mean square error) and the model fit coefficient
(r2 ) served as indicators of CHMs quality. For each CHM, two regression models were adjusted,
the first with one single explanatory variable and the second with two explanatory variables. The
selection of these variables was performed with the best subset regression analysis.
• Tree level: the model for individual tree heights was established. Tree crowns were delineated
by hand by a photo interpreter, and metrics were computed on this crown area. The best model,
using only one metric, was selected using the best subset regression procedure. Its performance
was presented in terms of RMSE (residual mean square error) and model fit coefficient (r2 ).
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Before the extraction of height metrics, the height values below 2 m were preliminarily discarded
from the CHMs in order to mitigate the effect of bare soil, grass and small shrubs, which might impact
the forest canopy height [12,33]. The metrics extracted for windows, stand and tree level were: the
mean, max (p100), min (p0), the first, second and third quartile (p25, p50 and p75) and the 90th, 92.5th,
95th, 97.5th and 99th percentiles (p90, p925, p95, p975 and p99). In addition, the standard deviation
was extracted for dominant height regression analysis (sd). Linear regression analyses (tree-wise and
stand-wise models) were similarly carried out on LiDAR-CHM metrics in order to compare the model
accuracy of photo-CHM and LiDAR-CHM. All the regression analyses were performed using the [R]
statistical software [62].
3. Results
3.1. Photo-DSM Generation
Absolute orientation was successful for 439 out of 441 images. Two images on the image block border
were discarded, because their orientation appeared to be wrong. A total of 91 kilo tie point positions were
adjusted, with a mean residual of 0.87 pixels (reprojection error). Figure 2 presents one of the individual
aerial images and the results of the automatic aerotriangulation.
Figure 2. Elements of the orientation of individual aerial images were computed by
automatic aerotriangulation. (Left) One of the 439 images; (Right) the aerotriangulated
model. Camera poses are displayed with green dots.

Registration of the approximated georeferenced model with the LiDAR-DSM was seen as satisfactory,
as the mean distance between the two point clouds was 0.48 m with a standard deviation of 0.44 m.
A visual inspection and comparison of both surface models resulting from the two matching
strategies (implemented in the simple and the complex tools for dense-matching, Malt and MICMAC)
suggested that the overall quality of the reconstruction is good. The matching strategies were optimized
for deciduous canopy reconstruction; it was thus not surprising that conifers were not adequately
reconstructed. Indeed, coniferous crowns are often partially reconstructed. In addition, an in-depth
visual comparison highlighted the fact that some isolated deciduous trees were absent from the canopy
surface model that was generated with Malt, although they were well represented in the aerial images.
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Figure 3 illustrates these omissions, which were resolved by raising the altimetric dilatation and
decreasing the degree of regularization. Striking differences found between the two surface models
were mainly due to the difference in the degree of smoothing, also controlled by the regularization term.
Figure 3. Comparison of two matching strategies: Malt (Left) and MICMAC (Right). Red
circles highlight the positions of trees that have not been reconstructed with Malt. The
optimal photo-DSM used, further, is the DSM produced with MICMAC.

Figure 4 shows a close-up of the photo-DSM on a shaded view and the corresponding correlation
map. Mature deciduous tree crowns are easily identifiable on the upper forest stand, but, by contrast,
tree crowns in the young plantation (bottom of the figure) are not easily visually distinguished.
Figure 4. Close-up of the canopy surface model. (Left) The canopy surface model;
(Center) map of the normalized cross-correlation score, expressing the similarity of the
images (the normalized cross-correlation score ranges from zero (dark area, low similarity)
to one (white area, high similarity)); (Right) false color ortho-photo mosaic.

3.2. Investigation of Photo-CHM Quality
3.2.1. Overall Comparison of Photo-CHM and LiDAR-CHM
As the time interval between the LiDAR and the UAS survey was one year, the LiDAR-CHM was
not a perfectly sound reference for the photo-CHM. In addition to differences due strictly to the two
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acquisition techniques, there was an effect of vegetation growth and of harvested trees. The author of
Gruen [63] has highlighted that the key problem with carrying out an accuracy test for photo-DSMs
is the capacity to dispose of sufficiently good reference data. However, as the comparison here was
performed on the complete CHM, average distance was not sensitive to local and extreme differences
(e.g., harvested trees).
Cloud to cloud distance showed that planimetric standard deviation was about 0.46 m. Altimetric
distance revealed the presence of a negative bias of 2.4 cm, attributable to the unreconstructed small
gaps between tree crowns. Standard deviation in the Z distance was 0.48 cm. A visual comparison of a
transect for both LiDAR and photogrammetric point clouds is illustrated in Figure 5.
Figure 5. Comparison between photogrammetric and LiDAR point clouds. LiDAR
pulses penetrate the forest canopy and better account for small gaps and peaks, than the
photogrammetric point cloud.

Figure 6. Evaluation of the differences between LiDAR and photo canopy height models:
enlargement of a small part of the Felenne forest for visual comparison (units are in meters).
(Top Left) photo-canopy height model (CHM); (Top Right) LiDAR-CHM; (Bottom Left)
difference in elevation between photo-CHM and LiDAR-CHM; (Bottom Right) false color
ortho-photo mosaic.
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Subtraction of the LiDAR-CHM from the photo-CHM is illustrated in Figure 6. Small gaps and
tree tops are better represented in the LiDAR-CHM. Crowns are generally wider and less defined in
photo-CHMs, as has already been observed in previous comparisons of photo-DSMs with
LiDAR-DSMs [32]. The visual quality of the photo-CHM varies among stand species and density.
Particularly, coniferous stands with low tree density (with numerous and abrupt fine-scale peaks and
gaps in the outer canopy) seem to suffer more from the smoothing effect induced by the dense-matching.
What is interesting to note is that serious underestimations (black areas) of the canopy height occurred
exclusively in specific cases: where there were object discontinuities (stand edge and isolated conifers
presenting abrupt vertical changes) and where trees had been harvested during the interval between the
LiDAR and UAS surveys (e.g., north-south corridor of trees on the left-hand side, surrounded by a red
line, and isolated trees near the scale bar). Overestimations (white areas) of photo-CHM occurred as a
result of occlusions, shadows and smoothing. The complete photo-CHM and LiDAR-CHM maps are
provided in the supplementary material.
Table 2. Correlation between photo-CHM and LiDAR-CHM window metrics. Bold figures
represent the highest correlation scores.

LiDAR-CHM Metrics

Mean
p0
p25
p50
p75
p90
p925
p95
p975
p99
p100

Mean

p0

p25

Photo-CHM Metrics
p50 p75 p90 p925 p95

0.96
0.17
0.87
0.96
0.93
0.88
0.87
0.86
0.85
0.83
0.80

0.67
0.27
0.77
0.62
0.49
0.42
0.41
0.39
0.38
0.37
0.35

0.93
0.20
0.92
0.93
0.83
0.76
0.75
0.73
0.72
0.71
0.68

0.95
0.16
0.84
0.96
0.93
0.87
0.86
0.84
0.82
0.81
0.78

0.91
0.12
0.76
0.90
0.95
0.93
0.92
0.91
0.89
0.88
0.85

0.86
0.10
0.69
0.84
0.92
0.94
0.94
0.93
0.92
0.91
0.88

0.85
0.10
0.67
0.82
0.91
0.94
0.93
0.93
0.92
0.91
0.88

0.84
0.10
0.66
0.81
0.89
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.92
0.92
0.89

p975

p99

p100

0.82
0.09
0.64
0.78
0.87
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.89

0.80
0.09
0.62
0.76
0.85
0.90
0.90
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.89

0.74
0.07
0.56
0.72
0.81
0.86
0.86
0.87
0.88
0.88
0.86

3.2.2. Window Level
The correlation scores of the windows-based LiDAR-CHM/photo-CHM metrics are presented in
Table 2. The highest correlation score reached 0.96 for the mean height and the 50th percentiles.
The lower correlation scores for the low percentiles supports the previous finding highlighted by visual
comparison: fine-scale gaps could not be correctly reconstructed by image matching. This is due to
the problem of “dead-ground” [42]: leaves and branches in the foreground of an image obscure the
ground, resulting in significant omissions. It is a well-know limitation of aerial images that dense
canopy cover occludes and casts shadows over understory features [33]. These omissions were only
partly taken into account in this comparison, as objects close to the ground (vegetation height below
2 m) were discarded from both CHMs. In addition, this table of correlation scores demonstrates that
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photo-CHM is equivalent to a smoothed LiDAR-CHM. The table shows that low photo-CHM percentiles
tended to be well correlated with higher LiDAR-CHM percentiles and that, by contrast, high photo-CHM
percentiles tended to be well correlated with lower LiDAR-CHM percentiles. Although fine-scale peaks
and gaps in the outer canopy were not perfectly modeled by image matching, the high correlation score
may reflect the fact that this type of canopy surface smoothing remains quite soft in comparison with
high altitude airborne imagery in which omissions are even more omnipresent. As a comparison, the
correlation of metrics reached a maximum of 0.95 in the study of St-Onge et al. [32] (using airborne
images), but without discarding height values under 2 m, thus keeping the height variability higher.
In the present study, performing the same analysis on CHM without discarding values under 2 m raised
the correlation coefficient to 0.98 between the 99th percentile in the photo-CHM and the 99th percentile
in the LiDAR-CHM.
3.2.3. Stand Level
A summary of field inventory measures shows the high variability between stands in terms of
density (number of trees per ha, basal area and volume per ha), on the one hand, and in terms of maturity
(dominant height), on the other hand. Dominant heights range from 9.6 to 27.3 m, with an average of
19.7 m (Table 3). Individual heights of dominant trees varied considerably within the same stand, with
a mean standard deviation of 1.6 m across the set of field plots. This shows the degree of structure
irregularity in these deciduous stands.
Table 3. Characteristics of deciduous stands. Statistics were obtained from the 36 measured
field plots (mean, minimum, maximum and standard deviation values).

Plot radius (m)
Number of trees (n/ha)
Basal area (m2 /ha)
Total volume (m3 /ha)
Dominant height (m)

Mean

Minimum

Maximum

Standard Deviation

13.2
537.3
21.8
277
19.7

7.4
69
3.6
25.1
9.6

18
1,395
46.2
570.1
27.3

3.8
336.7
9.8
147.6
3.9

The selected dominant height models are presented in Table 4. Models based on LiDAR-CHM metrics
performed better than models based on photo-CHM, but the difference appears to be small. Indeed, the
model fit of 0.86 for LiDAR-CHM drops down to 0.82 for photo-CHM, and the RMSE increases from
7.4% to 8.4% (for Model 2). Moreover, paired t-tests showed that only the residuals of Model 1 and
Model 3 are significantly different, but the performance of the photo-CHM model with two explanatory
variables is similar to LiDAR-based models in terms of residuals. Height variability has a greater
significance under the 99th percentile metric (p99) in Model 1 rather than under the maximum height
(p100). This highlights the occasional presence of blunders (high values). This is due to the low degree
of regularization set in the dense-matching strategy. The regression models with two metrics showed
that the combination of mean height and standard deviation describes more precisely the distribution of
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vegetation height and explains better the tree height than solely the 99th height percentile on its own,
although the difference in RMSE is low.
Table 4. Comparison of dominant height (Hdom) models for deciduous irregular stands
(n = 36) based on photo-CHM and LiDAR-CHM metrics. Model performance is described
in terms of adjusted r2 , root-mean-square error (RMSE) (m) and relative RMSE (%). ID
stands for model identification number.
CHM

Photo-CHM
Photo-CHM
LiDAR-CHM
LiDAR-CHM

ID

1
2
3
4

Regression Model Form

Explanatory
Variable(s)

Hdom = α + β × p99
Hdom = α + β × mean + γ × sd
Hdom = α + β × p100
Hdom = α + β × mean + γ × sd

p99
mean, sd
p100
mean, sd

r2 Adjusted

RMSE (m)

RMSE (%)

0.82
0.82
0.86
0.86

1.68
1.65
1.45
1.45

8.5
8.4
7.4
7.4

Dominant tree height was measured from the photo-CHM with a standard error of 1.65 m. Although
these RMSEs are slightly higher than in the results from comparable research, we interpret our results
as being quite favorable within the context of irregular stands. As a comparison, Dandois and Ellis [33]
predicted dominant height with a single explanatory variable extracted from a UAS photo-CHM with a
model fit of 0.84 and an RMSE of 3.2 m.
3.2.4. Tree Level
In total, 86 trees were measured and their crowns delineated on both photo-CHM and LiDAR-CHM.
Tree heights range from 10.5 to 29.4 m, with an average of 22.3 m. The regression models are
summarized in Table 5. For both photo-CHM and LiDAR-CHM, root-mean-squared residuals reduced
to 5%, supporting the assumption that individual tree height can be measured with an acceptable level
of accuracy using a CHM. As a comparison, St-Onge et al. [64] photo-interpreted the tree height of 202
white cedars (mean height of 8 m) (Thuja occidentalis) in classic aerial stereo pairs (GSD of 11 cm),
registered with LiDAR-DTM. This yielded an average deviation of 1.94 m at the 90th percentile. Studies
using a lightweight LiDAR UAS platform have demonstrated that it is possible to measure individual
tree heights with a standard deviation of 30 cm [36] and even 15 cm when a very high pulse density is
used [35].
Table 5. Comparison of individual tree height models (n = 86) based on photo-CHM and
LiDAR-CHM metrics. Model performance is described in terms of adjusted r2 , RMSE (m),
relative RMSE (%) and average deviation at the 90th percentile (||90 ).
CHM

Explanatory Variable

r2 Adjusted

RMSE (m)

RMSE (%)

||90

Photo-CHM
LiDAR-CHM

p975
p975

0.91
0.94

1.04
0.83

4.7
3.7

1.58
1.23
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4. Conclusions and Perspectives
This study has confirmed that UAS imagery, combined with a LiDAR-DTM that is available
beforehand, is promising for forest height measurement. The open source suite, MICMAC was shown
to freely provide both simple and complex photogrammetric tools. These tools suit very well the
fine-tuning requirements to overcome major issues experienced when undertaking photogrammetry
in forest areas. Adaptation of matching parameters, such as altimetric dilatation, the regularization
term, correlation windows and the correlation threshold, was shown to be successful in the production
of a photogrammetric canopy surface model visually coherent with the canopy structure. Surface
matching was shown to perform a co-registration procedure of photo-DSM with LiDAR-DSM with a
cloud to cloud altimetric distance of 0.48 m (standard deviation). This result is in accordance with
accuracy requirements.
Comparison of photo-CHM with LiDAR-CHM, on the one hand, and field inventory measurements
(individual tree height measurements and stand-wise inventory), on the other hand, brought insight
regarding photo-CHM quality. Photo-CHM and LiDAR-CHM window-based metrics were found to
be very well correlated (up to 0.96 (r)). Discarding low vegetation height values, in order to limit
the influence of ground, rock and shrubs, considerably impacted these correlation measurements.
Indeed, computed metrics taking into account low vegetation height were shown to be even more
correlated (r up to 0.98). Regression models at stand level (dominant height) and at tree level (individual
height) were shown to perform well. It was thus possible to predict dominant height with an RMSE of
8.4% (1.65 m, r2 of 0.82) and individual height with an RMSE of 4.7% (1.04 m, r2 of 0.91) based
on photo-CHM. LiDAR-CHM models performed slightly better than photo-CHM models, although
differences in terms of model fit and root mean square residuals were no more than a few percent.
These regression models only give an overview of the possibility of extracting dendrometric data
from high resolution photo-CHM. Indeed, a thorough validation of the photogrammetric forest canopy
model would require further specific research. As previously stated, a key problem for the validation
of photogrammetric results lies in the difficulty of obtaining sufficiently accurate and contemporary
reference data.
The results gained in this study through empirical tests of the quality of photo-CHM need to be
interpreted with caution, as both reference datasets (LiDAR-CHM and field inventory data) showed
their limitations. The time discrepancy between the LiDAR and the UAS surveys certainly hampered
the comparison of the photo-CHM with the LiDAR-CHM. Indeed, the harvesting of trees during the
interval between the two surveys explains the majority of the differences found between the photo-CHM
and LiDAR-CHM. Furthermore, field data, in particular. deciduous tree heights, were marred by a
relatively low level of accuracy. In addition, the forest inventory sampling scheme was optimized for
delivering indicators on stand density, structure and maturity, but was not ideally suited to photo-CHM
validation. We recommend the use of a fixed-size field plot for the validation of photo-CHM. We also
recommend, on this plot surface, the measurement of trees for which the crown is present. even if their
stems fall outside the plot area. Moreover, measuring the dominant height of irregular deciduous stands
is of limited interest and is much more difficult, as dominant height is a less well-defined concept in
uneven-aged stands than in regular stands. Eventually, either the generation or the validation of
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photo-CHM needs to be adapted to a specific structure: we observed in the present study that our
optimal matching strategy was better suited to deciduous stands than to conifer stands. Photo-DSM also
showed different degrees of success according to the density of the stand: stands with continuous canopy
cover were much more accurately reconstructed than stands presenting local gaps between tree crowns.
Finally, the abrupt vertical changes were difficult to model accurately, even with UAS imagery. Different
acquisition strategies can also strongly interfere in the dense matching process, e.g., the images overlap
or the flight altitude [33]. Further research needs to be undertaken in order to define an appropriate
template for UAS acquisition in forested areas.
The original processing workflow developed in this study has shown that photogrammetry can
be used for forest mapping and forest planning, although there is still a lot of room for future
improvement. As a comparison of UAS data with LiDAR data was the central focus in this
paper, we would emphasize our view of photogrammetry as being more a complement rather than
a surrogate for LiDAR. The use of photogrammetry within the field of precision forestry allows
for the monitoring of the forest structural evolutions through multi-date image acquisition on a
local scale. High resolution ortho-photo mosaics are likely to be used for forest stand delineation
and mapping, and CHM-based forest regression models can be advantageously adjusted in order
to carry out multi-source inventories. Finely-tuned indicators of forest structure also need to be
determined in addition to classic density forest indicators, such as volume, basal area and the number
of trees per hectare. Indeed, dominant height and other classic measures of stand height cannot
account for irregular stand characteristics. As a complement to our approach, regression models
predicting forest variables also need to take advantage of spectral information [27]. Obviously,
the generation of ortho-photo mosaics is a prerequisite for the use of spectral information. The
ortho-rectification process also needs to be adapted for forest scenes and UAS imagery (e.g., radiometric
equalization would be required in order to account for illumination variation occurring during UAS
acquisition). In addition to quantitative regression models, forest species composition could also
be determined (e.g., by means of supervised classification) based on the spectral information from
time-series of ortho-photo mosaics.
The photogrammetric toolbox, MICMAC, remains under constant development. We can expect future
improvements to simplify the use of the MICMAC tools. We can also anticipate an increase in the
amount of related documentation, such as the present case study, with the growth of the community of
users. Moreover, we can expect several improvements in the future regarding UAS photogrammetry as
applied to forestry. Matching strategies need to take into account the forest type (mainly composition and
structure). Visual inspection of the photo-DSM has highlighted differences in terms of quality between
deciduous stands with a closed canopy and coniferous stands with gaps between tree crowns. At least
two matching strategies need to be established and performed, one for deciduous stands and another for
coniferous stands. Previous information on the scene also needs to be integrated into the workflow [63].
For example, LiDAR-DSM could be used as an initial value for hierarchical matching, thus reducing the
risk of false matching, as well as computational time. Significant savings of computational time could be
achieved in the construction of photo-CHM time series: a previously obtained photo-DSM could serve
as the initial value for upcoming photo-DSM generation.
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